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Dear Vincent, 

Octdber 31, 1994 

As I had inli.cated in lTf:l letter to you of JUne ·3, 1994, aver the sunmer 
Fred Hargadon am his staff worked hal:d at tryir:g to det:e.:t'ltiift·,.what cx:W.d be 
done to assure that our admission practices with respect to Asian-American 
sbJdents are as fair as possible. An initial analysis of <Xlllparative 
admission rates of Asian-American am non-mioority a.J:Plicants aver a period of 
several years had revealed that the overall admission.rate for tlClll-lllimrity 
a.J:PlicantS exaaeded that of Asian-American a.J:Plicants by rooghly 5-6 
Pe;rcentage points per year am Dean Hargadon sought to unierst.arxl the scm:oe 
of this differential. N'a.i after further study, he has advanced a two-part 
explanation. 

'!be first part stems fran the fact that there are .in:li.sprt:ably lower 
percentages of Asian-American students in the categories of athletes am 
alumni offsprirg who a.J:PlY to Pril'K:eton. Sil'K:e the number of admits in this 
catego:ry is significant (about 25% of offers of admission) am the n.JDlber of 
mioorities in this category is rather small, those small numbers are bouni to 
affect negatively the percentage of Asian-Americans admitted overall. (As an 
aside, Dean Hargadon .reports that· there was no significant difference in the 
admission rates of non-minority legaciesjrecntited athletes arrl Asian-American 
legaciesjrecntited athletes for any of the years ·studied.) 

~er, Dean Hargadon reports that even after one accounts for the 
special circurostances of the legacies arrl recntited athletes, there remains a 
small, b.It persistent, residual difference in the admission rates between nan
mioority a.J:Plicants am Asian-American applicants. While \tie are unable to 
explain in any definitive way why «aVen these small differences in the rates of 
adm.isSion have cx:x::urred, there is a. plausible hypothesis. 

It is Dean Hargadon's conjecture that part of the explanation nay· reside 
in the ways in which the two groups of applicants distribute themselves across 
primary fields of academic interest as inli.cated in their applications. He 
warders whether the fact that Asian-American applicants disproportionately 
express interest in a smaller rarqe of ronc:entrations puts them at any sort of 
disadvantage, either as a result of our efforts to spread admission offers in 
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an attenpt. to attract top applicants across all of the major academic 
disciplines, or possibly as the result of our failin;J to distin3uish 
adequately cuoong a large rnnnber of applicants whose academic interest~ 
to cluster in one area. 

Of course, we must continue to pay close attention to possible fields of 
concentration if we wish to sustain a breadth of interests a.m:>rg students 
which canplenents our programmatic offerirgs am the partia.tlar s1:ren:fths of 
our faa.tlty. But we would not want any partia.tlar group to be specifically 
am deleteriously affa..--ted by that fact. At the very ieast, we would want to 
pay close ~ttention to minimize the extent to which academic preferences 
within partia.tlar applicant groups begin to have an adverse in'pact on the 
relative admission rates for that group. 'Ihus, Dean Haigadon has concluded 
that his office will 100nitor the admission process closely in an effort to 
identify this or any other aspects of our admission- polic;:ies that may in sane 
way place Asian-American applicants at a disadvantage. , · _, · --~ . .-, , 

While we do not wish to sul::mit to rigid rnnnerical rules or goals based 
on race or etlmic groupin;J, we do want to admit the best possible applicants 
while sustai.nirg our .ccmnitme:nt to provide our students with the urxieniable 
benefits of a diverse student population. F\lrthernore, payin;J close attention 
to the darger of such inadvertent factors creepin;J into the process will 
inevitably result in better overall admission results. Dean Haigadon will 
continue to advise Ire of the progress of these efforts .. 

'!hank you for writin;J. 
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Dear Vincent, 

'!he May 17, 1994 completion of the Report of the Committee on Diversity 
and Liberal Education and the . May 19 submission of a report on Asian American 
admissions by Dean Fred Hargadon finally give me the opportunity to resporrl to 
your April 19 request for a reaction to your Open letter to the Princeton 
University Board of Trustees. In that. open letter, the Asian American Student 
Task Force focussed on two areas of concern for Asian Americans at Princeton: 
Asian American admission rates and Asian American studies. 'Ihe two reports I 
mention above specifically address each of these concerns. 

'!here is much to report on diversity in the curriculum. As you know, I 
had invited Dean Nancy Malkiel to lead a group of faculty through a discussion 

· of how we might best address our irrlisputable need, in· my opinion, to include 
in the Princeton curriculum more attention to the diverse cultures of the nany 
different peoples of the United States. As a member of that Committee, you 
are aware that the Committee chose to proceed by looking at existing offerings 
across the departments, by considering how best intellectually and 
pedagogically to approach the study of existing and emerging u.s. cultures, 
and by reconnnerrling how to proceed from the point where we firrl ourselves 
today. '!he Committee's report is just being made public; while its contents 
are thoroughly familiar to you, they are probably not yet known to the other 
members of the Task Force. I will, therefore, smmnarize briefly here the 
conclusions that seem to me to be especially relevant to the questions you and 
your colleagues on the Task Force rai:sed in the open letter • 

. '!he Committee reconnnended the following: 

1) '!hat we expand our curriculum to encompass more fully the range of 
experience of the peoples of the United States, but that we do so from a 
comparative rather than a nationalistic approach. ('!he Committee looked 
especially to the American Studies Program as a vehicle for this effort, but 
hoped to see new and revised courses in many departments and programs.) 
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2) '!hat we expani the Freshman Seminar Program to encanpass topics 
related to the sources and effects of differences, including differences of 
race an:l etlmicity. · 

3) '!hat we sustain and expani the Residential College Seminar Program on 
Cultural an:l Ethnic Diversity. 

/ 

4) 'Ihat we provide better opportunities for Student-Initiated Seminars 
v.hlch ~ss topical offerings in these area;:; which are of special intere::;t 
to undergraduates. 

5) '!hat we recruit faculty with expertise in emergin:J fields of study 
such as Asian American and Iatino studies. 

I expect that the faculty will en:iorse the inplementation of major 
aspects of this report, and I further believe that any pl:Ogram~A~f . 
implementation will result in courses 'Which focus in significant part on Asian 
American histo:cy, culture, and society. One can therefore easily envision a 
modest stream of courses in the curriculmn enablin;J students to understand 
mre fully the Asian American experience in the United States. It is not 
possible at this point to conclude that this would lead to a certificate 
program in Asian American studies, for such a development would deperrl on many 
factors: faculty willingness to support such a step (curricular charges are 
made only with the consent of the faculty), carpetin;J curricular priorities, 
financial resources, alOOUllt of faculty time ani interest available for 
teaching ani advisin:j, student interest, and so on. I will say, however, that 
I am personally persuaded by the Diversity camnittee's argument for a 
comparative approach to the study of the peoples of the United states. 

While such an approach is fully consistent with the develop.nent of new 
courses about Asian American life, it would make the creation of a separate 
certificate program .a far lower priority. 

It is too soon to suggest a timetable for approval and implemeritation of 
these curricular innovations; we can only know' that after the report has been 
more widely read an:l considered. '!here will no doubt be further discussion in 
the Fall when this proposal will be brought to the attention of the faculty as 
a whole. 'Ihough I cannot predict the faculty's reaction, I believe that SCD: 

aspects of this report will be approved ani implemented, ani, as I noted 
above, I believe that implementation will result in the addition to the 
curriculmn of significant content related to Asian ·American life. 

'lhe matter of comparative admission rates has also been studied, and 
based on some new data just compiled by Dean Hargadon, I believe we have made 
substantial progress in understandin:j the facts concerning admission rates for 
Asian Americans. Nevertheless, there remain a few issues that need to be 
sorted out before we can reach any finn conclusions and recx:a:nmendations. I am 
fully confident that these issues will be resolved by the erx:l of the sununer 
an:l I would be pleased to give you an idea of those firxti.n:Js once they are 
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available. I fully recognize that progress in this area has been a bit slower 
than anticipated but I believe that a bit of further patience will be 
rewarded. . 

My thanks to you and your co-workers on the Task Force for your patience 
over the past ronths. 'Ihe two very substantial efforts which are described 
above will urrloubtedly lead us to make some changes and intprove the way we are 
functioning. 

Best wishes to you and your Task Force co-workers for an enjoyable and 
productive surmner. 

Sincerely, 

cc: Provost Stephen Goldfeld 
Vice-Provost Ruth Sinunons 
Associate Provost Joann Mitchell 
Dean Nancy Weiss Malkiel 
Dean Fred Hargadon 
Dean Janina Montero 

--t 
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Dear Vincent, 

'Ihe May 17, 1994 completion of the Report of the Committee on Diversity 
and Liberal Education and· the May. 19 submission of a report on Asian American 
admissions by J:)taan Fred Hargadon finally give me the opportunity to respond to 
your April 19 request for ·a reaction to your Open letter to the Princeton 
University Board of Trustees. In that open letter, the Asian American Student 
Task Force focussed on two areas of concern for Asian Americans at Princeton: 
Asian American admission rates and Asian American studies. 'Ihe two reports I 
mention above. specifically address each of these concerns. 

'!here is 1m1ch to report on diversity in the curricultnn. As you know, I 
had invited J:)taan Nancy Ma.lkiel to lead a group of faculty through a discussion 
of how we might best address our indisputable need, in· my opinion, to include 
in the Princeton curriculum more attention to the diverse cultures of the :many 
different peoples of the United states. As a member of that Committee, you 
are aware that the Committee chose to proceed by looking at existing offerings 
across the departments, by considering how best intellectually and 
pedagogically to approach the study of existing and emeJ:ging U.S. cultures, 
and by reconnnending how to proceed from the point 'Where we find ourselves 
today. 'Ihe Committee's report is. just being made public; 'While its contents 
are thoroughly familiar to you, they are probably not yet known to the other 
members of the Task Force. I will, therefore, summarize briefly here the 
conclusions that seem to me to be especially ·relevant to the questions you and 
your colleagues on the. Task Force raised in the open letter. 

'Ihe Co:mmittee reconnnended the following: 

1) '!hat we expand our curriculum to encompass more fully the range of 
experience of the peoples of the United states, but that we do. so from a 
comparative rather than a nationaltstic approach. ('Ihe Committee .looked 
especially to the American Studies Program as a vehicle for this effort, but 
hoped to see new and revised courses in many departments and programs. ) 
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2) That we expand the Freshman Seminar Program to encorrpass topics 
related to the sources and effects of differences, including differences of 
race and ethnicity. 

3) That we sustain and expand the Residential College Seminar Program on 
CUltural and Ethnic Diversity. 

4) That we provide better opportunities for Student-Initiated Seminars 
~,;hich c~'1corrpass topical offer:.ngs in th.ese areas ~:mich are of s-.pecial interest 
to undergraduates. 

5) That we recruit faculty with expertise in emerging fields of study 
such as Asian American and Latino studies. 

I expect that the faculty will endorse the implementation of major 
aspects of this report, and I further believe that any · progrcmtJ?f 
implementation will result in courses which focus in significant 'part on Asian 
American history, culture, and society. One can therefore easily envision a 
modest stream of courses in the curriculum enabling students to understand 
more fully the Asian American experience in the United States. It is not 
J?OSsible at this )?Oint to conclude that this would lead to a certificate 
program in Asian American studies, for such a development would depend on many 
factors: faculty willingness to supJ?Ort such a step (curricular changes are 
made only with the consent of the faculty), competing curricular priorities, 
financial resources, amount of faculty time and interest available for 
teaching and advising, student interest, and so on. I will say, however, that 
I am personally persuaded by the Diversity Committee's argument for a 
comparative approach to the study of the peoples of the United States. 

While such an approach is fully consistent with the development of new 
courses about Asian American life, it would make the creation of a separate 
certificate program a far lower priority. 

It is too soon to suggest a timetable for approval and implementation of 
these curricular innovations; we can only know that after the reJ?Ort has been 
more widely read and considered. There will no doubt be further discussion in 
the Fall when this proJ?Osal will be brought to the attention of the faculty as 
a whole. Though I cannot predict the faculty's reaction, I believe that some 
aspects of this reJ?Ort will be approved and implemented, and, as I noted 
above, I believe that implementation will result in the addition to the 
curriculum of significant content related to Asian American life. 

The matter of corrparative admission rates has also been studied, and 
based on some new data just compiled by Dean Hargadon, I believe we have made 
substantial progress in understanding the facts concerning admission rates for 
Asian Americans. Nevertheless, there remain a few issues that need to be 
sorted out before we can reach any firm conclusions and reconnnendations. I am 
fully confident that these issues will be resolved by the end of the sununer 
and I would be pleased to give you an idea of those findings once they are 
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available. I fully re.ccx.:1r1ize that progress in this area has been a bit slower 
than anticipated but I believe that a bit of further patience will be 
rewarded. 

My thanks to you and your co-workers on the Task Force for your patience 
over the past months. 'Ihe two very substantial efforts which are described 
above will undoubtedly lead us to make some changes and improve the way we are 
functioning. 

Best wishes to you and your Task Force co-workers for an enjoyable and 
productive surrnner. 

sincerely, 

)~~~ 

Harold T. Shapir~~) 

cc: Provost Stephen Goldfeld 
Vice-Provost Ruth Simmons 
Associate Provost Joann Mitchell 
Dean Nancy Weiss Malkiel 
Dean Fred Hargadon 
Dean Janina Montero 




